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June Hunt is the founder of Hope for the Heart, a worldwide biblical counseling ministry 
that provides numerous resources for people seeking help. She hosts a live, two–hour call–in 
counseling program called Hope in the Night, and is the author of many books, including 
Counseling Through Your Bible Handbook and How to Handle Your Emotions, How to Rise 
Above Abuse, and How to Defeat Harmful Habits.  

 
 

 
We all have them.  The mother-in-law who must assert her opinion.  The 
friend who has to “one-up” your stories.   The co-worker who gets under your 
skin. With these strong personalities comes the constant struggle to take the 
higher road or hold our tongue in response.  But God placed these difficult 
people on this Earth and in our lives. We are often left wondering: how do we 
create healthy relationships?  
 
Popular speaker and bestselling author June Hunt has encountered difficult 
relationships and people all throughout her life in ministry. As a counselor and 
head of an organization, she’s dealt with nearly every type of “difficult 
person.” Through both her popular counseling radio program Hope in the 
Night and in her role as CEO of Hope for the Heart, June has practically seen 
and heard it all. 

In the challenging moments, June looked to Scripture for guidance.  She now 
shares with us the practical and Biblical counsel on confrontation, conflict 
resolution, forgiveness, critical spirit, and more that she used during her times 
of need.  In How to Deal with Difficult Relationships, June reveals the process 

for both the manipulator and the manipulated. 

Defining the problem and learning the causes behind it, June teaches: 

• How to confront difficult people about sensitive issues  
• How to bring balance to unbalanced relationships 
• How to respond when others refuse to change 
• How to experience the freedom of forgiveness  

 
With decades of extensive counseling expertise, June has helped thousands resolve their personal struggles in 
difficult relationships. She has also confronted her own relationship troubles head-on…with life-changing results. In 
How to Deal with Difficult Relationships June provides the essential, trusted, and hands-on biblical guidance to 
those navigating their most challenging relationships.  
 
Be powerfully encouraged and secure hope for all your future relationships. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

WHY ARE THEY  SO DIFFICULT ? 

“ Your most meaningful relationships are part of God’s unseen plan to offer  
the blessing of safety and security to others.” — June Hunt 
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• What relationship issues are covered in your book? 

 
• How does this book differ from other relationship 

books? 
 

• How can you improve a relationship with someone who 
thinks it’s their personal mission to point out all your 
flaws—someone with a critical spirit? 
 

• In the chapter on manipulation, are you writing to help the “manipulated” or the 
“manipulaTOR?” 
 

• How can someone stop being manipulated? 
 

• What is “co-dependency” and why did you include it in your book?  
 

• You say that, for many Christians, confrontation can be a tricky issue.  Why is that . . . 
and how can we confront more effectively? 
 

• What are some of the most important points to keep in mind when trying to resolve 
conflict?  
 

• You saved the chapter on forgiveness for the end. Was that on purpose? 
 

• If we were able to employ every strategy in your book, could we guarantee all our 
relationships would be healthy and trouble-free? 
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